-Age model used S2 S4 Figure S2 -Complete chronology of LL19 and F80 S2 S4 Table S1 -Raw data for Northern Gotland Deep (LL19) S2 S5-S8 Pb supply (CRS) model. The interval from 750 to 6290 yrs BP is dated by tuning to the Pb/PSV-dated core 372740-3 (see Figure   S1 ). In 'Extrapolation 1', a constant sedimentation rate was assumed between the oldest 210 Pb dating point and the youngest PSV/Pb dating point. 'Extrapolation 2' indicates an interval below the oldest PSV/Pb dating point, for which LOI data for 322740-3 is present. The LL19
and F80 records are tuned to LOI in 322740-3, assuming a constant sedimentation rate of 322740-3 equal to that of the oldest dated interval. For LL19 only, 'Extrapolation 3' indicates an interval for which no equivalent LOI data from 322740-3 are present. The mean sedimentation rate of LL19 during interval 'Extrapolation 2' is assumed constant throughout this interval. Linear interpolation was applied between all dating points. 
